LESSON# 01: THE EARTH AND SPACE

* Fill in the blanks

1: The sun is a very bright __________.
2: The earth also move/around the __________.
3: There is no light or air in __________.
4: __________ is a huge ball of hot gases.
5: The earth spins in __________ direction.
6: The earth is a ________.
7: The sun is made up of very hot ________.
8: The earth is surrounded by ________ which is composed of layers of air.

* In this picture find out the earth, sun and moon.

---
*In the picture below label different land forms (valley, lake, plateau, sea).

1: A sandy place without much water is called _______.
(valley, plains, deserts)

2: Seas and oceans makeup almost _______ of the earth’s surface.
(two thirds, one third)

3: Sea water is _______. (salty, sweet, bitter)

* Fill in the blanks.

1: We find the valley between the _______.
(hills, or)

2: Mount Everest in _______ is the highest mountain.

3: There are the waves on the surface of the oceans and _______.

* MCQ's (1 - 5)

1: A map shows the shape of the ________. (Sky, land, sea)

2: The symbols or signs are explained in a ________. (Land, sea, key)

3: There are ________ continents, (nine, seven, ten)

4: Every map must have ________ things. (three, five, seven)

5: There are ________ directions. (two, four, seven)

6: Pakistan is located in the ________ of the world. (south, north, middle)

7: A book of map is called an ________ (atlas, scale, world)

8: There are ________ oceans in the world. (two, four, five)

9: There are ________

* Write down the names of the seven continents.

1: __________ 5: __________

2: __________ 6: __________

3: __________ 7: __________

4: __________

* Write down the names of the five oceans

1: __________ 4: __________

2: __________ 5: __________

3: __________
**LESSON# 04: CLIMATE**

*Match the following*

- Thermometer
- Weather vain
- Rain guage
- Barometer

*Fill in the blanks*

1: The ______ part is the coldest part of Pakistan.

2: The climate of a place is divided in to five different periods called ______.

3: There are ______ seasons in Pakistan.

4: The ______ changes from day to day.

5: Temperature is measured with a ________.

6: Some _____ are hot and sunny.
* Write the name of main cities on the map.

* Fill in the blanks

1: In the _________ part of Pakistan we have coastline.

2: Islamabad is located in the _________ territory.

3: Pakistan’s population is over _________ million.

4: There are _________ countries in the world.

5: Pakistan is located in the continent of _________.

6: In the _________ of Pakistan there are high mountain
LESSON#06: OUR NATIONAL IDENTITY

* Match the countries with the languages

Pakistan  Hindi
India  Urdu
Iran  Chinese
China  Arabic
Saudi Arabia  Persian

* MCQ's

1: I can speak _________. (Urdu, English, Arabic)
2: Susan's _________ food are pizza, burger and fish. (best, favorite, tasty)

* Fill in the blanks

1: Susan's _________ English.
2: Our national identity makes us _________ to be Pakistanis.
3: We must standup _________ when we say National Anthem.

* TRUE/FALSE

1: The currency of Pakistan is Riyal. _________
2: Our national language is Urdu. _________
3: Our national game is cricket. _________
4: Our national dress is shalwar kameez. _________
**Lesson #07: For All To Use (Oral)**

**Lesson #08: Services**

*Choose the correct answer*

1. The rules are called (community, laws, property).
2. The fire fighters use long (ladder, hammer, axes) if the fire is in a tall building.
3. Any means which we use to move from one place to another is called (service, transport, CNG).
4. People who provide free help and care to the poor and needy persons are doing a (social service, job).

*Match the columns*

| 1. Clinic | earthquakes, floods, storms |
| 2. Natural disasters | smaller than hospitals |
| 3. People are looked after by doctors and nurses | bell or syran |
| 4. The fire engine has a loud | an ambulance in a hospital |
| 5. Other drivers must always give way to | have to fight with criminals |
| 6. A policeman | an ambulance |
| 7. Fire fighters use | are taken to the hospitals |
| 8. Very ill people | ladders and long hoses to put out the fire |
LESSON#09: TRANSPORT

* MATCHING

1: Traffic police petrol, diesel, CNG
2: The engines run on direct traffic in a city
3: The largest aeroplane people and goods from one place to another
4: A ferry carries Airbus, A380

* MCQ's

1: Ships that carry oil are called _______. (ferry, tanker, container ship)
2: A ______ carries people and goods from one bank of river to the opposite bank. (sailing boat, canoe, ferry)
3: ______ are used to carry heavy loads. (raft, rowing boat, ships)
4: A ______ moves very fast over the water. (sailing boats, speed boat, barge)

* Put (√) or ( × )

1: Vehicles that travel along the ground have wheels. ( )
2: Travelling by car is the fastest way to go anywhere. ( )
3: Some vehicles do not have an engine. ( )
4: The tires need air. ( )
5: Ships that carry oil are called ferry. ( )
6: Train moves along on tracks or rails. ( )